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New Multi-Function Cellular Router Offers an All-in-One Wireless Communications Solution
With Secure LTE Broadband Connectivity and Best-in-Class Speed for a Variety of Industrial

and Mobile Applications
OXNARD, CA -- (Marketwired) -- 04/08/15 -- CalAmp (NASDAQ: CAMP), a leading provider of wireless products,

services and solutions, announced today that the Vanguard™ 5530 multi-band router, the newest addition to the

Vanguard series, now offers an extended set of LTE frequency bands making it compatible with cellular wireless

networks worldwide, including the Verizon XLTE network. The general-purpose, feature-rich cellular router

combines best-in-class speed and low latency in a ruggedized industrial-grade design with optional Wi-Fi and high-

precision GPS, making it ideal for a broad array of mobile and fixed applications across a variety of markets. It is

designed to meet industry standards including UL Class 1, Division 2 and MIL-STD-810G, enabling wireless

connectivity in the most challenging environmental conditions.

"This is a full-featured router that supports a variety of applications in the industrial, energy, transportation and

government markets as well as more horizontal enterprise data sectors," said Mike Zachan, Senior Vice President

and General Manager of CalAmp's Wireless Networks business. "With enhanced Wi-Fi performance and the

flexibility to be an access point or a client, coupled with extensive standard physical interfaces, Vanguard enables

tremendous flexibility. It is an easy to provision, reliable and secure solution for many mission-critical

communications applications."

Vanguard integrates seamlessly with DeviceOutlook™, CalAmp's proven cloud-based enterprise-grade remote

management and control application, as a complete solution for managing large-scale router deployments. The
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best-in-class LTE broadband speed is coupled with 802.11n, dual Ethernet ports, serial interfaces and extensive I/Os

to connect to a broad set of fixed and mobile assets, while 3G fallback provides ubiquitous network connectivity for

reliable service. Vanguard is enabled with the latest security features including IPSEC, GRE Tunneling, PPTP, VPN

and RADIUS authentication, delivering simultaneous support for data and video applications with robust, secure

communications. In addition, the new Vanguard device continues to support customized applications on CalAmp's

embedded Linux-based Open Developer Platform for the utmost versatility and expandability.

About CalAmp

CalAmp (NASDAQ: CAMP) is a proven leader in providing wireless communications solutions to a broad array of

vertical market applications and customers. CalAmp's extensive portfolio of intelligent communications devices,

robust and scalable cloud service platform, and targeted software applications streamline otherwise complex

Machine-to-Machine (M2M) deployments. These solutions enable customers to optimize their operations by

collecting, monitoring and efficiently reporting business critical data and desired intelligence from high-value

remote assets. For more information, please visit www.calamp.com.

CalAmp and the arc logo are among the trademarks of CalAmp and/or its affiliates in the United States, certain

other countries and/or the EU. Any other trademarks or trade names mentioned are the property of their

respective owners.
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